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Why use Graphical Processing Units?

Gamerz market is big $$$: top model costs ∼ $500



How much power can be utilized for the lattice?
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Conjugate gradient: 90% of Wilson ∼ 30 GFlops



How is this possible?

• CPU: lot of transistors do non-computational tasks

• GPU: transistors (almost) only calculate

GPU architecture

• Native data: 2D arrays, textures (for games its content ends up on the
screen).

• Each pixel (or fragment): 4 floating point numbers: RGBA color chan-
nels.

• Each pixel computation: incoming textures → outgoing textures: same
operation on each pixel → massively parallel.

• Like a stream: pipeline should be full → performance is better for large
textures (lattices).



GPU hardware architecture

processor
Vertex Rasterizer

Fragment
processor Screen

Textures

Elements of the pipeline:

Vertex processor: basic transformations (e.g. rotations)
Rasterizer: generate texture coordinates
Fragment processor: shade a region using texture inputs



Main specifications (Nvidia 8800GTX):

Computation:
128 fragment processing units
1350 MHz clock
345.6 GFlops peak performance!

Memory:
768 MB DDR3
384 bit wide bus
1800 MHz DDR3 memory
86.4 GB/s peak bandwidth

→ ≈ 5−10× top CPUs



Native data types:
textures (2D data streams)

Texture elements:
fragments/pixels
different number of fields/fragment

(R, RGB, RGBA)

different data types:
fixed, half (16 bit float), float

General purpose computations
typically RGBA float is used
similar to SSE



Fragment programs
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One fragment per output texture is processed at a time

The 24 fragment processor units work simultaneously
on different fragments



Input textures:

maximum number is 32
read only
can have different size
can be addressed indirectly

e.g. (2x+1,3y+2)

Output textures:

maximum number is 4
write only
fixed size (for all 4)
direct addressing, x,y location is written



Software environment

GPU hardware is undocumented
Two possibilities to program it:

- through graphics drivers
Direct3D or OpenGL environments
OpenGL also under Linux

- CUDA

Main steps:
- allocate textures
- upload textures to video memory
- upload fragment program
- set target texture(s)
- run fragment program
- download output texture to main memory

Upload/download is slow → many runs without download needed
e.g. full Conjugate Gradient on GPU, not only Dirac operator



Programming languages:
Assembler:

not well documented
code can be uploaded from a string with an OpenGL call

Cg (C for graphics):
similar to C, very low level
almost one-to-one compilation into assembler
either pre-compilation or runtime compilation

powerful instruction set
multiple-add instructions on the assembler level
component shuffling is trivial:

e.g. a.rgba=b.rrgb+c.grab compiles to one assembler instruction



Real life example
xi = yi + zi i = 1 . . .4nm

Fragment program in Cg:

struct FragmentOut {

float4 color0:COLOR0;

}

FragmentOut example(in float2 myTexCoord:WPOS,

uniform samplerRECT y,

uniform samplerRECT z)

{

FragmentOut c;

c.color0 = texRECT( y, myTexCoord ) +

texRECT( z, myTexCoord );

return c;

}



Create texture in OpenGL (like malloc)

GLuint X;

glGenTextures(1, &X);

glBindTexture(..., X);

glTexParameteri(...); /* Texture parameters,

e.g. boundary conditions */

glTexImage2D(..., n,m,...,0);

... /* do the same for Y, Z as well */

Transfer data CPU → GPU in OpenGL

glBindTexture(...,Y);

glFramebufferTexture2DEXT(...,Y,...);

glTexSubImage2D(...,n,m,...,y);

... /* do the same for Z */



Do the actual computation, run the fragment program

cgGLSetTextureParameter(...,Y);

glFramebufferTexture2DEXT(..., X, 0 ); /* set X as target */

glDrawBuffer(...); /* tell openGL which targets to write */

cgGLBindProgram(...); /* choose program */

glBegin(...); /* send vertices to the vertex processor */

{

glVertex2f(0,0);

glVertex2f(n,0);

glVertex2f(n,m);

glVertex2f(0,m);

}

glEnd();



Transfer data GPU → CPU

glFramebufferTexture2DEXT(...,X,...);

glReadBuffer(...); /* read from texture X */

glReadPixels(, n, m,..., x );

Same in C:

for( i = 0; i < 4 * n * m; i++ ) x[i] = y[i] + z[i];

GPU version is much longer but much faster
(not counting up- and downloads)



Even more real life example: QCD

Staggered QCD on the GPU
4 components of a fragment (RGBA) are not optimal for SU(3)
two possibilities:

1. Use only RGB fields
2. store 2 lattice sites per fragment (2 complex numbers)

F0 F1 F5



texture size for a NxNyNzNt lattice is (NxNy/2)× (NzNt)

Vectors:
color components to different textures

→ 3 texture per staggered vector

Gauge fields:
Keep only first two rows of an SU(3) matrix

third row can be reconstructed
→ 6 complex numbers → 6 textures for one direction
altogether 24 textures for gauge fields

Index texture:
store the coordinates of a neighbor for a given direction



Further ingredients for a (multishift) Conjugate Gradient solver:
linear combination of vectors → trivial
scalar product:

- multiplication is trivial
- no native support for summation

Reduction step:
for a 2n×2m input texture take an n×m output texture
for an (x;y) output coordinate add the elements

(2x;2y),(2x+1;2y),(2x;2y+1),(2x+1;2y+1)

of the input texture

repeat as many times as possible
(can also use 3x3 reduction instead of 2x2)

download the remaining small texture and finish on the CPU



Wilson QCD on the GPU

Due to Dirac indices Wilson vectors perfectly fit to the
RGBA structure of the fragments

texture size for a NxNyNzNt lattice is (NxNy)× (NzNt)

Vectors:
half Wilson vectors are needed
two Dirac components fit into the RGBA fields
3 color components to 3 textures
altogether 3 textures are needed for a half Wilson vector

Gauge fields:
third row reconstruction not implemented yet
18 real components for a given direction
Need 5 textures and there is room for 2 = 5×4−18 more real numbers.
Store 2D texture location of neighbor there.
Altogether 20 textures for the gauge fields



Performance of the staggered Dirac operator
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performance on large lattices is about 10× faster than on a 3 GHz p4 CPU
contrary to CPU large lattices are faster
multishift CG performance depends on the number of shifts

≈ 10% lower (25 GFlops on a 8800GTX card for large lattices)



Performance of the Wilson Dirac operator
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Similar to the staggered case



The precision problem:
the GPU has 32 bit float precision
no proper rounding, but truncation
→ error propagation is worse

not a serious problem for two reasons

1. Conjugate gradient solver can be run in two steps
each time with lower precision
and obtain high precision result

2. Most of the computations are along the trajectories
where lower precision is satisfactory
High precision is only needed for the accept/reject step



New programming model (CUDA) - 2007

NVIDIA (maybe other vendors too, but for Linux NVIDIA is the only option)
realized that General Purpose GPU computation (GPGPU) is interesting
and should be decoupled from any graphics API → Compute Unified De-
vice Architecture (CUDA)

We can forget OpenGL, Cg, RGB, RGBA, etc, etc!

CUDA makes programming GPU’s much simpler.

Data parallel capabilities of GPU’s are exploited by efficient organization of
a large (102

−103) number of threads

Language: minimal extension of C



CUDA is a software stack of 3 components

• Hardware driver

• API library and its runtime

• Some higher level math
libraries CUFFT, CUBLAS



Programming model

Threads in thread blocks with shared
memory; can synchronize

Threads are labelled by 1, 2 or 3 di-
mensional arrays

There is a maximum to the number of
threads per block

Blocks organized in grid; no synchro-
nization between blocks

Blocks labelled by 1 or 2 dimensional
arrays

One grid executes same kernel



Hardware model

Each multiprocessor is SIMD

32-bit registers per processor

Shared memory for processors per
multi-processor

Read-only constant cache shared by
processors per multi-processor

Read-only texture cache

Read-write global memory



Memory model

Read-write per-thread registers

Read-write per-thread local memory

Read-write per-block shared memory

Read-write per-grid global memory

Read-only per-grid constant memory

Read-only per-grid texture memory

Global, constant, texture memory is read-
write from host and persistent across kernel
calls



Specification for NVIDIA 8800 GTX

• 16 multiprocessors

• 256 max number of threads per block

• 8192 registers per multiprocessor

• 16 KB shared memory per multiprocessor in 16 banks

• 64 KB constant memory

• 8 concurrently running blocks per multiprocessor

• 768 concurrently running threads per multiprocessor



Summary

• GPUs are massively parallel stream based processors

• General purpose applications are possible

• Staggered and Wilson Dirac operator and CG solver implemented

• ≈ factor 10 speedup compared to CPU’s

• Only single precision with truncation, no problem for CG

Future prospects

• Software side: implementing QCD code with CUDA

• Communication between the cards (in one PC or different PC’s)

• Hardware side: faster, larger, more!


